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INTRODUCTION
The area surveyed is covered by a geological report 

named, "Geology of Boston and part of Pacaud Townships by 
K. D. Lawton - 1957". A complete listing of previous geolo 
gical work can be found on ppge 5 of Lawton 's report.

Our attention was drawn to Smith Lake because of the 
neprby Piston Creek copper occurrences, which produced modest 
pjnounts of copper ore as recently as 1955. Other influencing 
factors were the favourable geology and an interesting magnetic 
anomaly as shown on aeromagnetic map 47G, NTS 32 d/4, Larder 
Lake Sheet.

Reconnaissance magnetic and electromagnetic survey work 
was done in February 1969 and seven claims were staked to contain 
one large magnetic anomaly and several narrow magnetic zones. An 
eighth claim was staked in August 1969.

The area covered by this detailed ground magnetic survey 
is within claim L 212574 which is the most northwesterly claim 
of an eight claim group. This group straddles the common border 
of Boston and Pacaud Townships.

LOCATION OF SURVEY

The surveyed area consists of one claim only. No. L 212574, 
covering the west end of Smith Lake along the south border of 
Boston Township.

Boston Twp. is not subdivided, therefore, this claim 
cannot be referred to by lot and Concession numbers.

ACCESSIBILITY
The property can be easily reached from Boston Creek 

Hwy. 564* First, follow the old Ferguson Highway northward a 
distance of 1-J- miles, then follow a bush road 3/4 of a mile east 
ward to the west end of Smith Lake.

PROPERTY OWNERSHIP.
Claim L 212574 is held in the nsae of Llovd A. Waddell on 

behslf of the Hudson Bay Mines Limited of New Liskeard, Ontario.

GENERAL GEOLOGY
The prominent rock type is mainly Keewatin volcanic rock 

which becomes basic to the north of Smith Lake but is acidic over 
the lake end to the south of it.

Intruding the acid tuffs are narrow dikes of granite and 
dike like masses of diorite or altered diorite. These intrusives 
conform with the e?.st-west strike and near vertical dip of the 
tuffs.



........2 General Geology (continued)
Within the surveyed claim the exposed rock is all acid 

tuff striking east-west and dipping -85o north.

PREVIOUS WORK
Several pits and trenches have been dug along slopes and 

hillsides within the work area. Most of these workings contain 
considerable oxidized tuffaceous rock containing cubes and disse 
minations of pyrite and small crystals of magnetite.

Ho graphite was seen in any of the workings examined.

PROCEDURE
A base .line was cut ^A chained eastward along the original 

township border f rom the No. 3 post to the No. 2 post of claim
L 212574.

Grid lAnea^-^aoacod^ftt ,AQQ feet intentala^— Mere cut north— 
fi^ni thfi Viaaa—l-Jiia— and— ftha.SnBixt pickets W6T*B tO

feet intervals along the grid lines.

HAGNETQM3TSR SURVEY
The instrument used is a

which measures the vertical component of the earth's magnetic 
field directly in gammss, positive or negative, throughout a range 
of zero to 100,000 gammas.

This h*nd held magnetometer requires no orientation and 
after levelling a bulls-eye type level the magnetic reading is 
recorded from a meter mounted on the top of the instrument.

During this particular survey most readings were taken in 
the 3*000 gamma range, however, a few dozen readings h^d to be 
taken in the 10,000 gamma range.

Magnetometer readings were t*ken at 50 feet intervals. 
Diurnal corrections have been applied to the magnetic readings so 
that all are relative to the first base line reading taken at the 
beginning of the survey.

The contour interval on the accompanying 200 foot scale 
isomagnetic map is 200 gammas.

SUMMARY
Line cutting consists of slightly more than one mile of ̂  

grid lines and I f 320 feet of bsse linej. these were "WWaBclcnained 
in January 1971. The magnetometer survey was slso done in 
January 1971 and a total^o^HtL-B^ations-jwere recorded.

Claim L 212574 is the one claim covered by this survey.

Personnel involved in this work are Lloyd A. Waddell and 
Gerald J. Gereghty both of the town of New Liskeard, Ontario.

CONCLUSION
Claim L 212574 overlies two, distinctly different, positive 

magnetic anomalies both of which appear to strike NW-SE.



.3 Conclusion (Continued)

The l?nd area of this claim contains a broad magnetic 
zone which varies from the 4l,800gamma magnetic background by 
4-200 to 42,600 gsmnms. There are several narrow peaks to this 
anomaly displaying characteristics of banded magnetic rock, in 
this case probably caused by magnetite in tuffs similar to that 
seen et several locations along the south shore of Smith Lake.

The broad, uniform, 4-1,600 gamma magnetic anomaly located 
ntar the NE corner of claim L 212574, and underlying Smith Lake, 
is very likely caused by a basic intrusive rock and as such is 
of definite interest.

RECOMMENDATION

Electromagnetic survey work should be done over both 
magnetic anomalies to test them for possible conductivity.

 Ci ̂ w/'c
GJG/hg Gerald J. Gereghty/
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES

Chief Line Cutter or Contractor -

Party Chief ————— Q.J. GEBEGHTY

Gerald J.GBREGHTY

Consultant DOAB .

900

PROJECTS SECTION 
TORONTO

FEB221971
PM

COVERING DATES

Line Cutting January 13, 19. 21,1971.

Field and Office January 22, 23, 26,1971*

INSTRUMENT DATA

Make, Model and Type Sharpe

Scale Constant or Sensitivity 20 gammon per flQftX? division on
or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer's brochure

Total Number of Stations Within Claim G/oi/.

Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group I

ASSESSMENT WORK CREDITS REQUESTED

Geological Survey ^^—— Days per Claim

Days per Claim
Line cutting ft
Geophysical Surve'

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED

L2I2574

DATE

TOTAL I Clai*.

SIGNED .A

A separate form is required for each type of survey



Submission of Geological and Geophysical Surveys 
as Assessment Work

SPECIAL PROVISION

If, in the opinion of the Minister, a ground geophysical survey 
meets the requirements prescribed for such a survey, including:

(a) coverage
(b) line spacing not exceeding 400 foot intervals
(c) stations not exceeding 100 foot intervals or
(d) the average number of readings per claim not 

less than 40 readings,

it will qualify for a credit of 40 assessment work days for each claim so 
covered. It will not be necessary for the applicant to furnish any data or 
breakdown concerning the persons employed in the survey except for the 
names and addresses of those in charge of the various phases (linecutting 
contractor, etc.)- It will be assumed that the required number of man days 
were spent in producing the survey to qualify for the specified credit.

An additional ground geophysical survey using the same grid 
system and otherwise meeting these requirements will qualify for an 
assessment work credit of 20 days.

A geological survey using the same grid system, and meeting 
the requirements for submission of geological surveys for maximum credits 
will qualify for an assessment work credit of 20 days. If line cutting has 
not previously been reported with any other survey and is reported in con 
junction with the geological survey a credit of 40 days per claim will be 
allowed for the survey.

Credits for partial coverage or for surveys not meeting require 
ments for full credit will be granted on a pro-rata basis.
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